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Barrier 615 BPR STD 220V RAL 9006

104910

FAAC 615 BPR - hydraulic drive with boom locking in opening and closing 

positions.

Ideal for medium traffic passages and for access control in small and 

medium sized private properties.

Hydraulic protection against mechanical injury due to clamping.

Manual drive unlocking system with a triangular key.

Limit switches included.

Possibility of using a protection valve

804,80

Fabbrica Automatismi Apertura Cancelli (FAAC) was founded in 1965 and immediately became synonymous with automation for gates all around the 

world.

Quality, safety, reliability, satisfaction, passion and research are the values on which the company has literally opened its doors to a new market, 

developing a business that gradually led to the formation of the Group.

FAAC GROUP currently consists of 34 commercial companies in 24 countries, 18 production sites in 15 countries and 3 business units:

FAAC Simply Automatic, automation for gates and barriers, entrances and automatic doors, motors for rolling shutters and screens, car parks and access 

control.

HUB, PARKING TECHNOLOGY with intelligent and scalable solutions to control paid car parks.

MAGNETIC AUTOCONTROL systems with innovative solutions for access control in all production and sales sectors with barriers and pedestrian 

passages.

Over 2,400 people who work in all sectors must naturally be added to these numbers: the most important resource, to which the Group devotes the 

utmost attention with strategies aimed at constantly implementing not only professionalism but also team spirit that is the foundation of every 

entrepreneurial success.

If you want to know more, go to our corporate site.

FAAC S.p.A. Soc. Unipersonale
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615 Foundation Plate  

490073 Foundation plate for FAAC barrier operators. 26,95

Spring Wire Diameter 8    

721018 Spring Wire Diameter 8 42,34

X-LED 230-115-24

410029 FAAC 410029 XLED (230-115-24 V) Signal lamp for barrier 49,69

XP20 D Directional Photocell relay 20M

785102 FAAC XP20 D Directional Photocell Relay 20M 54,15
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New Transmitter XT4  433RC

787456 FAAC XT4 433 RC Gate remote control keyfob transmitter 21,76
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ECO KIT 230V Green      

105632445 ECO KIT 230V Green 517,82

Pocket S  B614/615/620     

428445 Pocket S  B614/615/620 43,00

Ricevente A Innesto  RF2  433RC 

787857
ORIGINAL FAAC RP 433 RC 787856 QUICK CONNECT RECEIVER FOR 

GATES AUTOMATION
75,74

Beam M5 S             

428002 Beam M5 S  119,46
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